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Abstract

Current top-performing coreference resolution
approaches are limited with regard to the max-
imum length of texts they can accept. We ex-
plore a recursive merging technique of entities
that allows us to apply coreference models to
texts of arbitrary length, as found in many nar-
rative genres. In experiments on established
datasets, we quantify the drop in resolution
quality caused by this approach. Finally, we
use an under-explored resource in the form of a
fully coreference-annotated novel to illustrate
our model’s performance for long documents
in practice. Here, we achieve state-of-the-art
performance, outperforming previous systems
capable of handling long documents.

1 Introduction

Coreference resolution has significant time and
memory requirements which, in currently released
models, typically increase at least quadratically
with the length of the document, resulting in inef-
ficient systems. These substantial computational
requirements make coreference resolution imprac-
tical for long documents such as novels. The task
of establishing coreference links in such texts is
important to enable a wide range of downstream
tasks such as extracting character interaction net-
works (e.g. Konle and Jannidis, 2022). We propose
a novel hierarchical algorithm for coreference reso-
lution, to conserve computational resources while
still achieving good performance. Our approach
allows the models to – in principle – scale to docu-
ments of arbitrary length, outperforming existing
long-document approaches.

Our proposed approach works by splitting a long
document into multiple splits and then running an
existing coreference resolution model on each split,
thereby extracting the entities in each of them. We
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Figure 1: Our hierarchical merging approach iteratively
merges pairs of entity lists until we arrive at a single set
of entities that spans the full document. The first sets
of weight denoted by “coref” is used while generating
entity lists in each split. The second sets of weight
denoted by “merge” is used while merging the entity
lists across splits.

then propose a merging approach, where we pair-
wise merge the entities across splits by leveraging
existing mention linking models, applying them
to the merging of clusters instead. We experiment
by splitting a document into a varying number of
constituent parts and document the effectiveness
of the merging approach as the length of the split
decreases.

2 Background & Related Work

Coreference resolution is the task of identifying
corefering spans in a text, that is to say, those
groups of spans that refer to the same entity. Tra-
ditional coreference resolution comprises of two
phases: span extraction from the text and the subse-
quent identification of coreference links among the
extracted spans. The Word-Level Coreference (sub-
sequently wl-coref) Resolution model (Dobrovol-
skii, 2021) separates the task of coreference resolu-
tion from span extraction and solves it on the word
level, hence lowering the time complexity of the



model to O(n2), where n is the length of the docu-
ment. The span extraction is performed separately
only for those words that are found to be coreferent
to some other words. We will base our experiments
on this model, but note that our hierarchical ap-
proach can in principle also be used with the other
major coreference resolution model architectures,
with the only requirement being that mentions can
be represented by fixed-length embeddings. The
models by Bohnet et al. (2023); Zhang et al. (2023)
are recent sequence-to-sequence coreference mod-
els, but are impractical for long documents due to
their memory requirements, with even short doc-
ument processing being very resource-intensive.
Our proposed hierarchical merging strategy could
potentially help to apply these models to long doc-
uments.

We train our English model on the OntoNotes
dataset (Pradhan et al., 2012) and the LitBank
(Bamman et al., 2020) dataset, the latter containing
coreference annotations for literary texts. We evalu-
ate our approach on LitBank, and observe competi-
tive performance to the state-of-the-art coreference
models while being memory efficient. For training
our German models, we employ the TüBa-DZ news
dataset (Telljohann et al., 2004) and the DROC lit-
erature dataset (Krug et al., 2018).

Efficient coreference resolution in long docu-
ments is a task that current models struggle with,
due to their memory-intensive nature. Traditional
incremental coreference resolution models use
global entity representations, but their performance
lags behind compared to other models (Toshniwal
et al., 2020). Thirukovalluru et al. (2021) propose
a scalable coreference resolution approach that
works on the token level instead of the span level,
and drops non-essential candidate antecedents to
improve memory and time requirements. They test
their system on a long book for which no annota-
tions are available. Their code is not available as
open source, which prevented us from testing it on
the full book data that we use.

3 Methodology

In this section, we describe our coreference ap-
proach in detail. We build upon the wl-coref model
(Dobrovolskii, 2021), picking it over alternatives
due to its quick inference and relative simplicity
in conjunction with competitive performance. Our

code is publicly available.* We split each document
evenly into n splits, ensuring an equal number of
sentences in each, where n ∈ {2, 4, 8}. Treating
each split as an independent document, the model
performs inference as normal on each of them, ide-
ally yielding one cluster for each entity in each split.
That is to say, the model predicts pairwise scores
for whether two words co-refer and builds a tran-
sitive closure over those connections that exceed a
certain threshold.

Now, since some entities in one split may refer
to the same entity as entities in another split, we
develop a merging approach to merge such corefer-
ring entities across splits. This process is similar to
linking two mentions, except that instead of passing
mention embeddings, we pass entity embeddings
to the model. Hence, we need a way to represent
individual entities as vectors. In this work, we only
evaluate the approach of creating entity embed-
dings by means of averaging over all embeddings
in a cluster.

Next, we merge the entities from two splits at a
time, by passing the entity embeddings in the same
way that the model takes in the word embeddings
to create links among them. This results in an en-
tity list that spans both the splits. The merging
process is repeated for all such disjoint pairs of
splits in each level, resulting in n/2 splits in the
subsequent level if the previous level had n splits.
Consequently, the last level of our hierarchical ap-
proach results in entities that encompass the entire
document. This is illustrated in Figure 1.

4 Experiments

We conduct a set of experiments to evaluate the
efficacy of the proposed hierarchical merging ap-
proach. First, we train the standard wl-coref model,
which is pre-trained on the OntoNotes dataset, for
an additional 10 epochs on the LitBank dataset.
The resulting model is evaluated on the test split
of LitBank, from which we exclude the singleton
mentions since the original wl-coref architecture
removes singletons during the span extraction step.
That is to say we evaluate on a version of the texts
without singleton mentions.

In terms of merging approaches, we follow the
process laid out in Section 3. We document the
results under three scenarios: (a) without merging
entities across splits, (b) merging entities without

*https://github.com/uhh-lt/
hierarchical-coref
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training the model for merging (i.e. using the same
model twice), and (c) merging entities after training
the model for merging.

We expect the merging approach to have a nega-
tive impact on prediction quality, at least for short
documents. To quantify said impact of merging on
the prediction quality, we split the documents into
n equal-sized splits and experiment with different
values of n, specifically 2, 4, and 8.

We set a baseline result by refraining from merg-
ing the entities across splits. For the merging mod-
ule, we experimented with and without training the
model specifically for merging. For training data,
we use 2-way splits and use gold entities in the
individual splits, rather than predicted ones. We
subsequently average the span embeddings in each
entity to obtain the entity embeddings in each split.
As these embeddings are handled analogously to
word embeddings in the original setup, the model
creates links between the entities in the same way
that it does so for the words. We evaluate the enti-
ties now spanning the entire documents on the gold
data. Our merging model is trained for 10 epochs
using 2-way split documents, on top of the existing
word-level weights.

As we found the model to lose its span predic-
tion capabilities after training the merging module,
we use two distinct sets of weights for the two
tasks. For the first level of our approach, where the
model generates an entity list, we employ the first
sets of weights, which was trained on LitBank but
not trained specifically for merging entities (this
is denoted as “coref” in Figure 1). For subsequent
levels of our approach, where entity lists from two
splits are merged to produce an entity list that spans
both the splits, we use the second set of weights,
which was specifically trained for merging entities
(indicated by “merge” in Figure 1). We refer to
the recursive application of the merging step as
hierarchical entity merging.

Our approach is primarily evaluated on the stan-
dard CoNLL-F1 score. Additionally, we provide
LEA, an evaluation metric that focuses on corefer-
ence links and resolves several issues that CoNLL-
F1 constituent scores suffer from (Moosavi and
Strube, 2016).

4.1 German Data

The main advantage of our model lies in its mod-
est memory consumption, enabling the process-
ing of documents of arbitrary length. Accordingly,
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Figure 2: Comparison of CoNLL-F1 scores across vary-
ing numbers of splits, with and without merging the
entity lists across splits

it is important to understand the performance on
book-length literary texts. We are not aware of any
such dataset in English, so instead we evaluate our
model on two German texts: (a) the fairy tale “Der
blonde Eckbert” by Ludwig Tieck (subsequently
Eckbert) and (b) the full novel “Effi Briest” by
Theodor Fontane (subsequently Briest). The two
texts have around 7,000 and more than 100,000
tokens, respectively, and provide a good, if small-
scale, benchmark for long-document coreference
systems. For both novels, despite the coreference
data being publicly available* we only know of
results from a single system (Krug, 2020) on the
data. For comparison, we provide the performance
numbers of the system by Schröder et al. (2021) in
Table 1, which was trained on German data, includ-
ing the DROC corpus. Other models are generally
not applicable to the full novel due to memory re-
quirements. We train our hierarchical model on 2
and 4 splits of DROC, after training it on TüBa-
D/Z using the German model gelectra-large as a
foundation model (Chan et al., 2020). We chose
32 as a split size as it was the smallest number of
splits to not cause memory errors at inference time
for both texts. For comparison, we also provide
numbers for 64 splits. Operating on split numbers
that are not powers of two would also be possible

*https://gitlab2.informatik.
uni-wuerzburg.de/kallimachos/
AnnotierteDaten/-/tree/master/komplett
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Text System CoNLL-F1 LEA

Eckbert wl-coref 66.91 63.06
Eckbert Schröder et al. (2021) 66.74 59.27

Briest Schröder et al. (2021) 44.71 15.92
Briest Krug (2020) 51.76 -

Table 1: Performance comparison of existing systems
on the full stories. The system by Schröder et al. (2021)
is the incremental system capable of handling arbitrary-
length texts in constant memory. The rule-based system
by Krug (2020) includes singletons in its evaluation and
is therefore not directly comparable. Wl-coref is the
word-level coreference model trained on DROC and
TüBa-D/Z.

Text Num-Splits CoNLL-F1 LEA

Eckbert 32 51.56 59.06
Eckbert 64 57.27 50.78
Briest 32 52.89 36.75
Briest 64 54.17 39.12

Table 2: Performance of our system on the full German
stories using either 32 or 64 splits of the original text.
For detailed results see Appendix A, Table 5.

and would result in leaf nodes at varying depths of
the merging tree. Our implementation omits this
option for simplicity.

5 Results

All the scores have been obtained using the official
CoNLL-2012 scorer (Pradhan et al., 2014). We per-
form experiments with varying numbers of splits,
specifically splitting the document into 1 (i.e. not
splitting it), 2, 4, and 8 segments, as can be seen in
Figure 2.

For the unsplit document, we achieve a CoNLL-
F1 score of 78.45. For two splits, we achieve
a score of 76.06 if we employ merging without
specifically training the merging module (using
only first sets of weights). We achieve an improved
F1 score of 77.30 if we additionally train the merg-
ing module (using two sets of weights). As a con-
trol experiment where we do not merge entity lists
at all, we unsurprisingly obtain a much worse F1
score of 70.27. Similarly, for four and eight splits,
the scores increase by two points on average as we
go from one set of weights approach to the two sets
of weights approach. The best F1 score we achieve
is 74.52 and 73.96 respectively, by using two sets of
weights. The scores when not conducting a merg-
ing step are unsurprisingly far below those with a

Num Splits Merger trained CoNLL-F1 LEA

1 Not needed 78.45 78.37

2
appended 70.27 64.78

✗ 76.06 74.68
✓ 77.30 76.17

4
appended 60.54 50.20

✗ 73.49 71.53
✓ 75.80 74.52

8
appended 52.75 40.35

✗ 73.18 72.52
✓ 75.13 73.96

Table 3: LEA and CoNLL-F1 scores for a varying num-
ber of document splits on the LitBank data. For detailed
results see Appendix A, Table 4.

merging step and also drastically decrease as we
split the text into more sections.

Our results for “Der Blonde Eckbert” using the
word-level system also illustrate that the incremen-
tal system yields competitive results for short texts.
With regard to the full-book data “Effi Briest”, our
approach was able to set a new state-of-the-art re-
sult, outperforming the incremental model as well
as the rule-based model by Krug (2020), in terms
of both CoNLL-F1 and LEA scores. While the
CoNLL-F1 score is already considerably better
than with the incremental system, moving from
44.71 to 54.17 (see Table 2), we see a much more
substantial improvement in the LEA score, from
15.92 to 39.12, which we attribute to LEA’s ap-
proach of marking down split entities. Our model
outperforms the rule-based model, moving from a
51.76 CoNLL-F1 score to 54.17, although results
are not directly comparable because Krug (2020) in-
cludes singleton mentions in his evaluation. These
results were attained by further training the merg-
ing module of our model, first using the four splits
of “Effi Briest” and then the two splits. In this
experiment, shorter splits, generally, have a posi-
tive impact on performance. We attribute this to
our average-pooling approach, which presumably
results in worse embeddings in longer texts.

In practice, our model is very run-time efficient
and inference for the whole book “Effi Briest” takes
just under two minutes on a single A6000 GPU.

6 Conclusion

Our results demonstrate a potential path for apply-
ing state-of-the-art models to longer text without
vast increases in memory requirements. We use
existing systems to provide a baseline result for



coreference resolution on a fully-annotated novel
and set new state-of-the-art results. There is further
headroom, as we are – for reasons of simplicity –
not using the best available model for within-split
resolution. Our training process could also be im-
proved, for example by randomly splitting docu-
ments (rather than into roughly equal portions) to
create more training data. While our approach ex-
hibits reasonable coreference resolution quality for
novels, it still does not suffice for use as a pre-
processing step in most literary computing applica-
tions. We suspect that a substantial improvement of
our approach would be possible by creating special-
ized embeddings for merging rather than averaging
mention embeddings; additional error analysis will
be needed to verify this intuition. Our general idea
of hierarchical merging could also potentially be
adapted to the very recent seq2seq coreference ar-
chitectures (Zhang et al., 2023; Bohnet et al., 2023)
where they could help overcome the model’s maxi-
mum input lengths.
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A Full Results

CoNLL

Num Splits Merger trained MUC CEAFE B3 F1 LEA

1 Not needed 90.06 65.80 79.55 78.45 78.37

2
appended 89.03 60.77 66.48 70.27 64.78

✗ 89.45 63.95 76.14 76.06 74.68
✓ 89.56 65.91 77.57 77.30 76.17

4
appended 87.12 52.26 52.56 60.54 50.20

✗ 88.63 60.65 73.14 73.49 71.53
✓ 88.94 63.74 75.98 75.80 74.52

8
appended 84.08 43.05 43.51 52.75 40.35

✗ 87.64 58.32 74.25 73.18 72.52
✓ 88.02 62.94 75.59 75.13 73.96

Table 4: Detailed results for our LitBank experiment.

CoNLL

Text System MUC CEAFE B3 F1 LEA

Eckbert wl-coref 93.17 28.23 67.79 66.91 63.06
Eckbert Schröder et al. (2021) 93.80 46.44 59.97 66.74 59.27

Briest Schröder et al. (2021) 86.79 29.19 18.16 44.71 15.92
Briest Krug (2020) 85.8 29.9 39.6 51.76 -

Table 5: Detailed performance comparison of existing systems on the full German stories.

CoNLL

Text Num-Splits MUC CEAFE B3 F1 LEA

Eckbert 32 91.67 32.80 52.71 51.56 59.06
Eckbert 64 91.74 28.38 51.69 57.27 50.78
Briest 32 89.96 31.22 37.50 52.89 36.75
Briest 64 90.24 32.40 39.87 54.17 39.12

Table 6: Performance of our system on the full document using varying number of initial splits.


